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ABSTRACT
Hansu Siirala is a Finnish-Canadian craftsperson currently based in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada. Twelve years ago at the age of fifty-five, she suffered two
strokes, which paralyzed her left side and required her relocation to a long-term
residential care facility. Via writings to her family, Hansu shares hilarious, bitingly sharp
observations about life in the assisted care facility in Vancouver. Her stories chip away
at social stigmas, make us laugh at ourselves, and celebrate life in unexpected ways.
“Bawdy Tales” is a project that utilizes her writing as the foundation of a series of pieces
hosted via a website, providing honest depictions of how one’s body interfaces with
others when it is not in their full control. Hansu has never shied away from being crass,
frank, or bawdy. She tells stories about her own farts, her lady parts, and poop. When
told first hand, these stories redefine taboos as shared human realities. In this project,
Bawdytales.net is used as a “skeletal” element and a framework to share Hansu’s
perspective on feelings of isolation, the way she connects to family, her community, and
the policies that shape the conditions in which she lives. Though the body is used as a
theme for each story, Hansu’s stories defy what it means to be restricted physically. She
uses humor, sass, and confidence to find agency and transcend her own physical
limitations.
“Bawdy Tales” includes animation, illustration, and video to create a platform for
Hansu’s writing. As a result of her stroke, Hansu is partially deaf and blind. The site has
been made with accessibility as a foundational principle in order for her, and those like
her, to be able to experience it with ease. Over the course of researching, animating,
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and developing “Bawdy Tales”, I explored the layered and challenging concept of
“accessibility”, attempting to understand its meaning specifically for the deaf and blind
communities, which I am not a part of. This project aims to create technical access
points while keeping Hansu’s words and imagination at the forefront.
While creating this project, it became clear to me that my non-disabled
understanding of accessibility was deeply lacking and that typical standards and
approaches tend to be one dimensional. Through trials and feedback from the disability
community and experts in the world of accessibility, I’ve learned that access means
something different for every person within the community. In attempting to make a
creative work accessible, it is critical that the maker considers not only a variety of
access points to the work, but also the intrinsic creative soul of the work that they are
making accessible.
The goal of “Bawdy Tales” is to not only make Hansu’s work accessible on a
technical level, but to expose the world to her unique sense of humor, to make visible
the stories of a woman in her 60s (which in itself is a highly underrepresented group in
media)1, and to celebrate her sharp intellect and wit, regardless of how she is labelled
by society, with powerful imagery and sound design.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
I was introduced to Hansu’s writing via her niece Kaija in 2014. Kaija and I each
recorded conversations with close women in our lives, with the goal of combining them
1

Pieper, Katherine, and Stacy Smith. “The Impacts of On-Screen Portrayals of Aging: A Detriment ...”
Aging Today, July 2018..
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to create a collage-like short film about women from different generations living varying
lifestyles. When I heard the audio recording of Hansu, I was fascinated by her. Her slow
paced way of speaking was addictive to listen to, as she often ended her sentences or
short stories with a quip or a poetic note about living in assisted care -- a world I knew
almost nothing about. I also generally resonated with her sense of humor. She seemed
like someone I would want to sit and talk with for hours. Kaija and I decided to focus on
her story, in hopes that her words would do for others what they did for us: let us laugh
and feel with someone from an older generation living an entirely different type of day to
day existence.
In 2015, Kaija and I used the phone interview Kaija had done with Hansu to
create a short film entitled “Hansu Solo”, made up of animation and abstract footage.
When sharing the film, we found that Hansu’s voice resonated with people in a powerful
way, as it had for us. One man who was in a wheelchair came up to Kaija and I after a
screening of the film at DOC NYC and told us how refreshing it was to hear Hansu’s
perspective -- he felt he could relate to her experience. Other viewers also seemed to
find hope in Hansu’s words. In 2015, the short won a National Board of Review grant
and it became clear that her voice is one that many people were excited to hear from.
The care facility where Hansu lives (and where she is a bit of a favorite amongst the
nurses) was also excited by the short and shared it with their residents.
After creating that short, Kaija would share snippets of Hansu’s writing with me
regularly, as she knew I loved getting a glimpse into Hansu’s life. Since this project
began, Hansu and I regularly write back and forth via email as our friendship developed
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through this project. I now receive occasional original poetic reflections from Hansu in
my inbox. I share bits about my life in NY with my small baby. She loves kids and
always responds to the photos I share with humor and Hansu-poetics. She keeps me
abreast of absurd gossip about the British Royals, none of which I was tapped into
before. I get lots of juicy second hand news that she picks up from “HELLO!” magazine
(a British Tabloid). One recent email regarding Prince Charles contracting Coronavirus
and her childhood fantasies of dining with him read as follows:
Upchuck doesn't die in good health. Hardly one too many bubble n’ squeak gives him
those rosy cheeks. It is a republican plot. He will never be king. Poor dear lad and he tried so
hard… even to be a tampon... He was my childhood friend. Often came to dinner. Ma would
actually set a plate next to me hence all my fantasies and obsessions.

Her words are often filled with little puzzles that I have to put together and
decipher. I don’t always get all the pieces in place but I love how she threads her
thoughts together in such a playful and unique way. Here is a photo of Hansu with a
comment on the royals that I took during my 2018 trip to Vancouver:

An original Hansu caption beneath a photo of Meghan Markle and the Queen of England
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When I first learned that Hansu was a prolific writer within her family circle, I
wanted to read as many bits of her thoughts as Kaija would willingly share with me. I
started to discuss the possibility of using her stories as a basis for a short animated
series with Kaija in 2017. Kaija connected with Hansu about it and she approved. We
began to piece together the first iteration of “Bawdy Tales”.
Drawing from my experience as a professional animator, I chose to bring
Hansu’s words to life through moving drawings, as they allow the fantastical elements of
her imagination to be brought to the forefront with visuals. Hansu’s writing is filled with a
mix of metaphor, poetry, and fact, making it ripe for animation. Each story is animated
using a combination of traditional and digital techniques. The scenes oscillate between
recognizable worlds and abstract forms. The visual style uses textural drawings with
light colors against black backgrounds to emphasize contrast for those who are partially
blind. It has a hand-made, textural quality, reflecting on Hansu’s previous life as a
puppet maker. Prior to her stroke, Hansu lived on a large plot of land in Ontario with her
family where they worked crafting a popular puppet called “Wrinkles”. Her daily life was
filled with textured fabrics, colors and fake furs used to create an anthropomorphic dog
puppet who was a regional hit in Canada2. While this part of her life is not explored in
“Bawdy Tales”, her story along with her family’s story is looked at in Kaija’s film “The
Pond and the Sauna”.3

2

Wrinkles. Youtube, 2009. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HprePkdAUU.

3

Siirala, Kaija. “The Pond and the Sauna,” 2018.
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The project has not always been envisioned as a web based piece - the initial
concept for the series was to create a group of animated shorts. Starting in early 2018,
Kaija and I began collecting the stories from the family blog that we wanted to record
and we filmed with Hansu in Vancouver that summer. We recorded over 15 stories with
her. We chose stories that strongly reflected her imagination, her physical state and a
range of experiences living in assisted care. We tried to find pieces that would work well
for short animations and would be interesting and relevant to an audience outside of her
family. We also recorded discussions with her about those stories, and B-roll footage in
Vancouver at her care facility and in the neighborhood where she lives. We had fun
romping around the neighborhood with her, going to her favorite grocery store, exploring
Stanley Park and taking footage of her riding past her favorite phallic bushes in the
neighborhood.
I learned quite a bit about physical accessibility when I met her. As we explored
Vancouver, we needed to consider carefully where we were going and if/how Hansu
would be able to access those locations. How would we find her transportation to go
somewhere several miles away? What type of accessible cab service was there in
Vancouver so that we could go to Stanley Park with her? What restaurants had enough
space for her to easily sit? She was able to tell us where she could go, and the care
facility had a list of accessible cab companies. All of this navigation was very new to me.
Below are some photos from our visit:
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Hansu and I the first day we met in person at a Thai restaurant in Vancouver

Kaija recording Hansu reading her stories from her laptop

Hansu riding past her favorite phallic shrubbery
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After returning from Vancouver and a considerable amount of discussion,
preparation and development, it became clear that linear film is a medium that is often
difficult or challenging to access for Hansu, as the sound and picture move at a pace
that she doesn’t have the ability to adjust with ease. We realized this after Kaija had
shared a longer film with her. When Kaija discussed it with Hansu, she missed some
major aspects of the film due to its pacing. That experience immediately raised
questions for us. If we were going to make a project based on her writing, we did not
want to risk her not being able to follow along with it. It did not seem right to create a
series that would be difficult for her, and people like her, to access.
I began to brainstorm alternative options, and started to consider the possibility of
a website. This medium would provide the opportunity for people to navigate her stories
at their own pace, to adjust sound and visuals, and writing that could be stationary for
as long as the viewer chose. All of this could exist without a director determining the
timing in which one took to digest it. It seemed like a suitable solution to create a
project that focused not only on Hansu’s stories, but also access to those stories. It has
evolved to become a piece that I want to make as accessible as possible to the hearing
and visually impaired community in particular, but also to people with the ability to see
and hear fully, as I hope many people can connect with Hansu’s experience regardless
of their ability.

9

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Below are some initial mock-ups from the early stages of development. They
show a style of animation without accessibility in mind. The idea was to create
animations using watercolor and collage, a format that I generally like to use in my work.

Original image concept for “Rear Symphony”

Image concept for a story about Prince Charles turning into a tampon.
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After doing initial research on visibility and the types of images that are best for
those with partial vision, the style progressed into a more high-contrast look with light
color on dark backgrounds. One visual note I continuously encountered while
researching vision accessibility was the importance of contrast.  Light colors on dark
backgrounds are an especially useful way to heighten visibility and legibility of text.4 In order
to create light linework on dark backgrounds, I created drawings using caran-d'ache pencils
on black paper. The intensity of color from these pencils is strong, so they allowed me to
create luminous, high contrast drawings which I then made even higher contrast after they
were scanned.

Li ght colors on dark backgrounds, with light text on a black background creates a significantly
more legible experience for those with partial vision. Above is an image of the homepage.

4

“Understanding Success Criterion 1.4.6: Contrast (Enhanced),” Understanding Success Criterion 1.4.6:
Contrast (Enhanced), accessed June 15, 2020,
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-enhanced.html.
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I was pleasantly surprised by the experience of creating light linework on dark
backgrounds, as it felt as though I was pulling light out of a dark space -- almost
revealing or uncovering images and ideas as opposed to building them. My goal is for
the visibly-able audience to feel Hansu’s experience being revealed to them through this
textural and playful imagery.
The other accessibility points that have been embedded into the site include:
● An audio control panel on each page
● Large, high-contrast font
● Visual descriptions embedded via alt-text into each of the images for those
who use screen readers
● Keyboard navigation for blind users
● Closed captions on all of the videos for those who cannot hear

The sound panel is located on the upper right corner of the page. It allows users to control the volume
and/or turn off the sound entirely.
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Two of the stories end with a live-action video of Hansu in person reflecting on
her experience so that viewers are able to see the real Hansu and hear from her
directly. All of the videos are set up with closed captions.

All videos on the site are set up with closed captions that can be read by screen readers and can be read
for those who are deaf.

While the stories are able to be controlled by the user in terms of volume and
pacing, the goal is for them to feel cinematic, so there is a soundtrack playing
throughout two of the three stories. The sound, designed by Kaija, allows for another
dimension to the writing for those who cannot see the visuals. The soundscapes are
abstract and they loop for however long the user decides to stay on a single page.
I animated as opposed to creating a still illustration, so each “page” could feel like
its own scene. The animations loop so that the viewer can take as long as they would
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like to process the moment in the story. Hansu’s written words are broken up and are
located at the bottom of each visual in short sentences in bold, white text.
It has been a challenge to make all of this material accessible from a technical
standpoint without compromising the artistic integrity of the words, images and sound
design. I want users to feel Hansu’s voice and the moving images in a visceral way, and
not simply as a robotic voice reading to them or typed words telling them her stories.
This is why the interpretive sound layer and drawings are such a critical part of this
project. While there is no way to fully control the user experience, my hope is that these
elements bring the listener and/or viewer into Hansu’s world surrounded by words and
ambience. My goal is to ensure that the project feels accessible as both an art work and
as something that is technically legible and audible for a broad audience.

First page of “Rear Symphony”
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RESEARCH
Prior to this project, I had little experience in building websites. I also had
extremely limited knowledge regarding digital accessibility. I partnered with a developer,
Mariana Templin, in order to build out all of the accessibility components. The tone,
access points, and visual aesthetic of the site were influenced by research in three key
areas: work created by people within the disability community, work about people within
the community by non-disabled creators, and learning the technical aspects of making a
website/artwork accessible.
One of the first artists I revisited was Signe Baumane. Signe is a Latvian
animator whose work focuses on stories from her life ranging from sexual experiences5
and encounters as well as her personal struggles with depression.6 Signe shares stories
about body and sex unabashedly and humorously. When I first read Hansu’s writing, I
thought of the work of Signe and how, if one were to visualize Hansu’s world, it might
look and sound a bit like Signe’s. While Signe’s films are not specifically made to be
accessible to the deaf or blind, they do reflect on her mental condition and use it as a
thematic element, especially her film Rocks in My Pockets. Like Hansu, she uses humor
and creativity to cope and explore her inner world. Her work resonates with audiences
well beyond those with similar conditions to hers, as there is something in her
experience that is relatable to all regardless of mental state. Her artful films transcend

5

Teat Beat of Sex. Vimeo, 2010. https://vimeo.com/13605859.

6

Latvian Film Collection. Rocks in My Pockets, 2014.
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any label of depression or otherwise and connect on a basic human level, like Hansu
does with her words.

Above is an image from one of Signe’s earlier films in her series called “Teat Beat of Sex” where she
compares a man’s penis to a giant squash.

A still from “Rocks in My Pockets” about clinical depression that runs in her family. The tagline for the film
is “A funny film about depression.
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Early in the process, after I determined that linear film was not the most fitting
direction for the project, I met with fellow IMA student and artist whose work heavily
focuses on access, Jordan Lord. Jordan’s two films “After...After…(Access)”7 and “I Can
Hear My Mother’s Voice”8 opened up my understanding of accessibility and how it’s
more than a simple, technical idea. Their work emphasizes access primarily through the
use of audio descriptions and captions: the visuals are “read” by Jordan who has a truly
unique poetic voice and sensibility. Since I see Hansu’s writing as poetry, it was
inspiring to see how Jordan links language and access together in a way that moves
beyond technicalities, and truly ties access into the poetry of the work itself. Their work
is at once accessible in a technical sense and uses accessibility as its art form.

Scene from Jordan’s film “After...After…(Access)” showing their use of poetic language to describe a
visual of an experience in their life dealing with open heart surgery.

When I met to speak with Jordan about this project, their emphasis on this
concept led me to consider approaching the site as a work that embodies accessibility

After...After...(Access), After...After...(Access) (Vimeo, 2019),
https://vimeo.com/294890916/5072c85159.
7

8

I Can Hear My Mother's Voice, I Can Hear My Mother's Voice (Vimeo, 2018).
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in a way in which the access points are art in themselves, not just an element that is
added as an afterthought. Jordan uses audio and visual descriptions in a way that play
off one another but also stand alone as independent creative works. The imagery is
poetic and tells a direct story, but if the audio descriptions are heard without visuals,
Jordan’s words maintain the same level of beauty, power and weight. Much of it has to
do with Jordan’s voice and pacing in their work. In response to this, I decided to tie in
creative audio descriptions for the images in Bawdy Tales.
“Rear Symphony”, a tale of Hansu farting in front of her nurse, for instance, has a
visual description set up for screen readibility that describes the scene: "A pair of hands
gently pull a semi-transparent adult diaper onto a naked bum.” I was playful with words
and descriptions within the embedded text in order to encompass Hansu’s humor and
edge in multiple ways for a variety audience members.
As a non-disabled person, I also sought out works about disability and chronic
illness made by artists who are not part of those communities. Two powerful pieces that
I came across were the short film “Notes on Blindness” by Peter Middleton and James
Spinney9, and the BBC audio series, Little Volcanoes produced by Cathy Fitzgerald.10
“Notes on Blindness” has many parallels to “Bawdy Tales” and was influential to
the way in which I decided to approach sharing Hansu’s stories. The film takes the
audio recordings of John Hull, a theologian, speaking about his experience going blind,

Notes on Blindness, The New York Times (The New York Times, 2014),
https://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000002653284/notes-on-blindness.html.
9

10

“Little Volcanoes,” Little Volcanoes (BBC, 2013).
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and visualizes his experience through abstracted visuals, archival footage and
reenactments. Middleton and Spinney create a powerful progression of visuals to match
Hull’s poetic explanation of slowly descending into complete blindness. There is a
distinct turning point in the film when Hull says “Not to accept (his blindness) seems
futile.” Here the film transitions from highlighting the tragedy of Hull’s becoming blind to
Hull’s acceptance and eventual embrace of the new forms of “beauty” he finds in his life.
The film ends with Hull saying “Cognition is beautiful. It is beautiful to know.” Hansu, like
Hull, is an extremely heady and eloquent writer. She also holds a similar attitude
towards her experience as someone who became disabled later in life. As Hansu notes
in our short “Hansu Solo”, she chose to embrace life as it has become for her and puts
consistent effort toward maintaining her curiosity. Like Middleton and Spinney, I think it’s
important as outsiders of these experiences to not only emphasize what we assume is
tragic but to share the incredible discoveries and acquired wisdom that can be had by
experiencing either a disability or a chronic illness.
In the BBC Series “Little Volcanoes” released in 2013, Cathy Fitzgerald focuses
on audio stories from a group of people living with aggressive illnesses in hospice in
Margate, England. Seven minutes into the series, a woman with cancer touches on the
importance of humor while battling terminal illness. She mentions making a joke to
fellow patients and when they respond with a laugh she says, “I’ve conquered
something. I’ve made someone laugh.” In this series, as well as in Signe Baumane’s
work, humor is central. For Hansu, it is such a part of her nature that it pours out of her,
whether she is writing an email to family, speaking to one of the nurses at the assisted
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care facility, or cracking a joke to fellow patients. Approximately eleven minutes into
“Little Volcanoes'', Cathy says “there is a surprising amount of beauty for a place that
deals in death,” and the patient she is speaking to responds, “I agree. And a surprising
amount of laughter.” I hope that one of the things that Hansu can bring to the
community that accesses “Bawdy Tales'' is humor, which seems almost a necessity for
survival for many facing similar circumstances.
While I discovered a plethora of documentary films that focus on stories of those
with disabilities, I was surprised to find a lack of engaging interactive websites that focus
on accessibility. What I did discover was a very robust set of guidelines and writings on
accessibility for the web. The key tools I used were the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG)11 and the keyboard rules for the blind12. Over the course of
developing the site according to the rules and regulations found within these guides, I
found that many of the requirements limited the options as far as how I could
aesthetically develop the project. Mariana, the developer I worked with mentioned the
following while working with the guidelines to build out access points:
The Web Accessibility Guidelines are not focused on making the web an artful
experience. “Bawdy Tales” is meant to be an artful experience. The artful layer adds a
layer of complexity that there are no “rules” for. The Guidelines are about information
accessibility but there isn't anything in guidelines about the aesthetic experience of the
web.

11

“Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1,” W3C, accessed June 14, 2020,
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/.
12

“Keyboard Accessibility,” WebAIM, accessed June 14, 2020, https://webaim.org/techniques/keyboard/.
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This was somewhat confounding considering that the web is a heavily visually designed
space. One prolific poster who goes by Anthony on the UX Journal “UX Movement”
coined this the “Aesthetic-Accessibility Paradox”, writing the following:
This aesthetic-accessibility paradox is what designers struggle with when they design
interfaces. The challenge is to meet the needs of both the majority and the minority.
However, if you veer too far into one extreme, you’ll alienate a subset of your users.
Most people don’t want to alienate the minority. But alienating the majority of your users
is just as bad as alienating the minority.13
“Bawdy Tales” has an intended audience of people who are partially or fully blind and/or
deaf, so designing something both visually and audibly pleasing is definitely part of the
goal. People with full vision might find a high-contrast site designed for the
partially-sighted challenging to look at, so there is a challenge in how to balance the
visuals in a way that feels approachable and pleasing for as large an audience as
possible. Many designers aim to find a middle ground, making critical elements of their
design high contrast and the more subtle details less contrast-oriented.
While striking this balance was frustrating at moments in the design process, I
continuously tried to find ways to create a site that balanced it’s focus on accessibility
with its focus on being visually interesting and unique. I found a lot of joy in using light
linework on dark backgrounds for emphasis of contrast. I also tried to embrace larger
text by choosing fonts that please the eye, and made the guideposts of the site

13

UX Movement, Anthony, and UX Movement. “The Aesthetic-Accessibility Paradox.” UX Movement,
November 2019. https://uxmovement.com/thinking/the-aesthetic-accessibility-paradox/.
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aesthetically harmonious with the drawings by creating consistent color palettes and
layouts.
After “Bawdy Tales” began production as a web based project, there was a
lawsuit against Domino's Pizza14 brought by a blind customer, as Dominos did not
provide accessible screen-reader points on its website. Since the conclusion of this
case, the American Disability Act15 -- which prohibits discrimination on the basis of
disability in employment, State and local government, public accommodations,
commercial facilities, transportation, and telecommunications -- now mandates that
businesses provide accessibility within their websites and mobile apps. Since this case
and especially since the onset of COVID-19, there has been a major push for
businesses large and small to make their websites ADA compliant. One article in
Forbes (with a very capitalistic case for making websites accessible) notes:
We’re looking at 15% of the world’s population with a disability – that’s over a
billion people, of which 61 million are in America,” Daryn notes. This is a massive cohort
to write off. Excluding those with age-related issues, individuals with disabilities
purchase half-a-trillion dollars in goods and services annually. They are also fiercely
brand loyal to businesses that cater to their needs, and now businesses are finding that
they are also willing to use the courts for relief. Losing their support is a colossal missed
opportunity and—in those cases in which legal action is involved—can be very
expensive to defend.16

14

“Website Accessibility – Americans with Disabilities Act Impact.” The National Law Review, 2019.
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/website-accessibility-americans-disabilities-act-impact.
15

A Guide to Disability Rights Laws. Accessed June 15, 2020. https://www.ada.gov/cguide.htm.

16

Molko, Ronit. “Author Post: Why Businesses Should Care About ADA Website Accessibility.” Forbes.
Forbes Magazine, April 3, 2020.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbooksauthors/2020/04/03/why-businesses-should-care-about-ada-we
bsite-accessibility/.
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The case against Domino’s concluded in late 2019. It remains to be seen if the experts
who update the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines make developments to ensure
that the guidelines are more user friendly and more considerate of UX design. Perhaps
these will be integrated by companies such as Squarespace that serve individuals
and/or smaller businesses who cannot afford an individual developer.
Currently, bawdytales.net functions with all accessibility points enabled if users
are on a laptop or desktop and have access to Google Chrome. As the site was
designed from scratch, there were no preset ways to make sure it would be ready for
every browser, phone, tablet, etc. The next step is to make it accessible on
smartphones and tablets, as they are commonly used tools amongst blind and deaf
people.17
As this beta-version of the “Bawdy Tales” site is currently only accessible via a
single platform, it has been challenging to test. When Hansu opened the site, I was
hoping for a moment of celebration but was disappointed to hear that because her
contrast is set very high on her computer and her internet speed is very slow, it was
challenging for her to see the site properly. I also tested the site with a woman who is
deaf/blind who uses a tablet. She had a long list of critiques for the site, primarily
because she was viewing it on a tablet and could not access several of the accessibility
details that were embedded. Testing of this beta-version of the site will continue over

17

“Apple IOS for IPhone and IPad: Considerations for Users with Visual Impairments and Blindness.”
AFB.org. Accessed June 15, 2020.
https://www.afb.org/blindness-and-low-vision/using-technology/cell-phones-tablets-mobile/apple-ios-iphon
e-and-ipad.
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the coming year as I work with a developer to fine tune and make it accessible across a
variety of platforms. These first tests have encouraged me to also create an analog,
zine version of the stories to share with Hansu and the residents at her care facility,
which would be made up of Hansu’s words in large print accompanied by stills from the
animation seen on the website.
AUDIENCE AND EXHIBITION:
One of the first places that I would like to present the project is in the care facility
where Hansu lives in Vancouver, where Kaija and I first shared “Hansu Solo”, as her
fellow residents know her well and she is a bit of a celebrity amongst the nurses. I would
also consider this as a larger round of testing, to see how/if Hansu and the other
residents who are hearing and/or visually impaired are able to easily engage with the
site, and how they respond to her stories.
I, along with Kaija, will also be presenting the project to the MDOCs forum in
Saratoga Springs in 2021, the theme of which is “Co-Creation and Its Discontents”.
Kaija and I hope to spark discussion about further development of the project, and
informed ways of moving forward as collaborators with someone who is living a very
different physical existence than our own. From there, Kaija and I will be looking into
funding from Canadian sources, such as the National Film Board of Canada’s
Interactive branch, and the Canadian Council for the Arts, in order to work on
developing the project further. As Hansu has a treasure trove of stories, we would like to
continue to develop them into animated works. The current site is the beginning. Once
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we further test and fine tune the accessibility of the site, we will then continue to
incorporate more stories by Hansu. Her other written stories explore topics such as the
possibility of her care facility relocating due to a developer buying up the property, which
would be incredibly disruptive to the current community of residents. It would uproot her
and her fellow residents. Additionally, she has shared hilarious and moving tales
reflecting on sex, meditation, music, romance, the British Royals, and the list goes on.
Our first priorities are increasing accessibility and including more of Hansu’s writing.
Once that goal is complete, we’re also considering ways we could share other stories of
people within the deaf and blind communities over time through a platform like this.
As the project is web based, I do not feel restricted by the festival circuit or
distribution outlets. The site is meant to be accessible and ready immediately to anyone
who has the technological means to engage with it. Once the site is ready for a larger
audience, I would like to reach out to leaders and voices within the disabled community
who may be interested in sharing it with their wider communities, including CAAFDA
(Community Accountability Alliance for Disabled Artists), and the Council for Canadians
with Disabilities. I would also like to source and raise funding to create a series of
printed versions of the stories for those without access to high functioning computers or
the internet to be shared and distributed to organizations and care facilities that are
connected to a wide network of deaf and blind people. Currently, I’ve added a
downloadable PDF to the website which can be printed or downloaded by users who
have trouble accessing all of the components on the site.
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While the primary audience is the hearing and vision impaired community, I also
would like to share this project widely among people who identify as non-disabled, as I
myself connect deeply with Hansu and have learned so much from reading and hearing
her stories. I would like other non-disabled people to be able to do the same. As this
audience is secondary, the process of sharing with this general audience will be more
organic. I will begin by sending it around to listservs I am part of within the documentary
and animation communities. I will also share segments on instagram, as the animations
are loopable and easily shareable posts.
Lastly, when this project is fully tested and feels complete, I would like to share it
as a template for other artists, whether they identify as disabled or non-disabled, as a
platform to share accessible stories.
CONCLUSION
One of the most influential and enlightening pieces that I’ve read since
embarking upon this project is “An Accessibility Manifesto for the Arts” by Carmen
Papalia18. Carmen is a Vancouver based artist who became progressively blind. He
touches on the concept of accessibility with an eloquence and openness that was
incredibly refreshing to come upon while I struggled to understand how to make an
accessible creative project. Highlighted below is an excerpt from the manifesto, his
“Five Tenets of Open Access”:

18

Carmen Papalia, “An Accessibility Manifesto for the Arts – Canadian Art,” canadianart.ca, January 2,
2018, https://canadianart.ca/essays/access-revived/.
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THE FIVE TENETS OF OPEN ACCESS

Open Access relies on those present, what their needs are and how they can find support with
each other and in their communities. It is a perpetual negotiation of trust between those who
practice support as a mutual exchange.
Open Access is radically different than a set of policies that is enforced in order to facilitate a
common experience for a group with definitive needs. It acknowledges that everyone carries a
body of local knowledge and is an expert in their own right.
Open Access is the root system of embodied learning. It cultivates trust among those involved
and enables each member to self-identify and occupy a point of orientation that is based in
complex embodiment.
Open Access disrupts the disabling conditions that limit one’s agency and potential to thrive.I t
reimagines normalcy as a continuum of embodiments, identities, realities and learning styles,
and operates under the tenet that interdependence is central to a radical restructuring of
power.
Open Access is a temporary, collectively held space where participants can find comfort in
disclosing their needs and preferences with one another. It is a responsive support network that
adapts as needs and available resources change.
Papalia’s idea is to maintain flexibility when creating a work, space, or exhibition
that is meant to be accessible. It is about maintaining a constant openness to
adaptation for the sake of varying needs. It is about focusing on interdependence as a
means to creating more access points. This type of access may be hard to create for
everyone and every type of “ability” or “disability”, but incredibly important to strive for.
I hope that everyone who creates creative work considers accessibility, what it
means, and how they can partake in creating more openness in their work. Its definition,
while wide and varying, needs to be paid attention to. In the case of “Bawdy Tales”, I
hope that both the practical access points and creative components become more
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open as the project develops, and that Hansu’s words are experienced by people with
radically varying abilities, experiences and backgrounds.
As an artist, I will continue to strive to explore access in the work I create beyond
“Bawdy Tales”, and encourage all artists to do the same. As a professional, I will look to
thread accessibility into the conversation amongst the animation community in New
York. As of this moment, I have not witnessed any major accessibility conversations
within the broader animation community I am part of. There are regular conversations
about issues of representation and inclusion focused on gender politics and race, which
are critically important, but not about inclusion of the disabled community. The
conversation of access IS growing, particularly within the worlds of museum exhibition 19
access and within some spheres of the filmmaking world2021, but it needs to grow much,
much more. In my lifetime, I hope to see accessibility become less of an added
consideration and more of a component of the creative process that feels like second
nature. I hope that “Bawdy Tales” can be a source of encouragement to disabled and
non-disabled artists alike to consider animation as a means to create compelling,
creative, accessible media.
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